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Let G be a finite group, k an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
p, and R a fully G-graded k-algebra of finite dimension. The most trivial 
example of such an algebra is kG. This paper attempts to generalize the 
p-modular representation theory of the group algebra kG to the group- 
graded algebra R. 
It is shown that most of the theory is the same for R as for kG. Two 
areas in which the representation theory of R differs from that of kG are 
the dimensions of induced modules and the properties of the defect groups 
of the blocks of R. If H is a subgroup of G and V is an R,-module, then 
the dimension of VR is not necessarily divisible by the dimension of V. If 
B is a block of R and D is a defect group of B, then D is a p-group as 
would be expected. However, it is not necessarily true that D is a Sylow 
intersection, nor that D = O,(N,(D)). 
In the first section we define what it means for an algebra to have a 
G-graded structure. We show how to give such a structure to the algebra 
M,(k) of r by r matrices over the field k whenever IGl <r. A number of 
basic results about fully G-graded algebras are then given. 
The second section deals with R-modules. Proofs are given of the 
Mackey decomposition formula, the existence of vertices and sources, and 
the Green correspondence. These three results were already known to 
hold for R-for example, they are mentioned in [6]-but proofs have not 
previously been given in the literature. They are proved here to make this 
paper more or less self-contained. Many of the proofs of supporting results 
for these theorems will not appear, as they are easy generalizations of the 
known proofs for R = kG. The reader will often be referred to [ 1 ] for these 
proofs. 
The third and last section contains new results. The Burry-Carlson-Puig 
theorem is generalized, and a new definition of the defect groups of a block 
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B of R is given. We use the generalization of the Burry-Carlson-Puig 
theorem and the new definition of defect groups to prove a natural 
generalization of Brauer’s first main theorem to R. We give several 
equivalent characterizations of the defect groups of B, one of which has 
appeared in [4]. It is shown that a defect group of a block contains a 
vertex of every indecomposable module lying in that block, and that defect 
groups are not necessarily Sylow intersections. 
I thank J. L. Alperin for his advice and encouragement during the 
writing of this paper, and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation for financial 
support during the 1989-1990 academic year. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS ABOUT G-GRADED ALGEBRAS 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let G be a group and R a finite dimensional algebra. 
A G-graded structure on R is a collection (R, ),, G of subspaces of R which 
satisfy R, R, E R,, for all 6, r E G and whose sum C R, is direct and equal 
to R. It will be our convention to refer to the algebra R itself as being 
graded, and we will call R a G-graded algebra. If R,R, = R,, for all 
(r, r E G, then R is said to be a fully G-graded algebra (or simply a fully 
graded algebra if G is clear from the context). 
The product R,R, above is a module product, i.e., R,R, = 
{C a$, 1 aiE R,, big R,}. If H is a subset of G, then we define 
RH=ChEH R,. It can be shown that 1 E R, [6]. If H is a subgroup of G, 
then R, is an H-graded ring. If in addition R is fully graded, then so is R,. 
We now give two examples of fully G-graded algebras. The first shows that 
an algebra can have many different G-graded structures. It will be referrred 
to in Section 3. 
The first example is R = M,(k), the algebra of r x r matrices over the field 
k, where r& IGl. Let (ro)ocG be positive integers satisfying C I, = r. Let 
MG(k) be the set of all IGI by IGI matrices with rows and columns indexed 
by G, and let p: G -+ M,(k) be the right regular representation of G. 
Regard an element of M,(k) as a JGI x IGI matrix with rows and columns 
indexed by G and whose 6, y-entry is an r. by ry matrix over k. We will 
thus view the support of an r x r matrix as a subset of G x G, not as a sub- 
set of (1, ..“, rf x (1, . . . . r>. Define the a-component of R = M,(k) to be the 
set of all rx r matrices X satisf~ng Supp XE Supp p(o). It is left to the 
reader to verify that R-R, = R,,. 
As a particular case of the first example, let G = { 1, x, x2 > be cyclic of 
order 3, r i = 1, rx = 2, r,z = 1, and r = 4. Then R = M,(k) can be considered 
as a fully G-graded algebra with 
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R, = 
! 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * i 
0 0 0 * 0 * * 0 
0 0 0 * 
0 0 0 * 
* 0 0 0 
Rx2 = 
* 0 0 0 
i ‘I 
*OOO’ 
0 * * 0 
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We give a second example. Let N be a normal subgroup of H with finite 
factor group G = H/N. Let V be a kN-module. Assume that every conjugate 
Vh of V in H is a direct summand of some direct sum nV of n copies of V 
(the terminology for this is that V is weakly H-inoariant). Then by [7], 
E = End& VH) is a fully G-graded k-algebra whose c-component is 
E,={&EI c+d(V@kN)r V@ka}. 
This is how fully group-graded algebras arise in the representation theory 
of finite groups. 
These two examples are related. In the second example, let S be a simple 
kN-module. Assume that the kN-modules Shl, Sh2 are nonisomorphic when- 
ever hi, hz are in different cosets of N in H. Let the positive integers r. be 
as in the first example. Define V= @ r,SO and r = C rO. Then the fully 
G-graded k-algebra Endk,( V”) is exactly the graded algebra R= M,(k) 
mentioned above. 
We fix the following notation. G is a finite group, k is an algebraically 
closed held of characteristic p > 0, R is a fully G-graded k-algebra. Unless 
otherwise specified, all modules appearing in this paper are right modules. 
Consider the fully G-graded k-algebra R = kG. Here we have actions of 
G on R= kG and on Hom,,(M, N)=Hom,(M, N) for any two kG- 
modules M and N. If n E G and x E kG, then x0 = (T-~x(T. Note that x0 is 
the unique element of R = kG which satisfies rx” = xr for all r E R, = ka. If 
+4 E Hom,(M, N) then b”(m) = d(ma-’ )a. Again, note that 4” is the unique 
element of Hom.,(M, N) = Hom,(M, N) which satisfies $“(mr) = q5(m)r for 
all m E M and all r E R, = ka. The generalization of these two actions to all 
fully G-graded k-algebras R appear in [S, 61. However, both actions can be 
derived as corollaries of Theorem 1.2 below. 
Given an R-module M, we define a map p: R + End,(M). The image of 
r E R is denoted by pr, and p, is defined to be the map p,(m) = mr. The 
map p is an anti-homomorphism of R into End,(M). It is clear that p is 
an anti-isomorphism iff M is a faithful module. 
If S is any subset of R, we will use ps to denote the set { pI 1 r E S}. In 
particular pR is the set of all k-endomorphisms of M which are induced by 
right multiplications by elements of R. When using the symbols p, and pR 
we will not specify the module M if it is clear from context. For example, 
in the following theorem the symbol pR is used for two different modules 
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in the same equation. For a subset E of Hom,(M, N), C,( ps) denotes the 
set {sEEI ~p,=p,~VsfsS}. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let M, N, P be R-modules. Let E be an additive subgroup 
of Hom,(M, N) such that pR Ep, = E and let C= C,( pR,). Then 
(I ) Given 4 E C, o E G, there exists a unique element 4” E C satisfying 
tz; ;pR# for all r E R,. That is to say, Ql”(mr,) = #(m)r, for all m E M and 
0 (I* 
(2) The map (4, G) I--, qY’ from C x G to C defines an action of G on 
C as k-vector space a~tomorphisms. 
(3) If E’ is an additive subgroup of Hom,(N, P) with p,E’p,= E’ 
and $ E C,.( R,), then (Jly3)” = II/“&’ Vo E G. In particular, if N = M (so that 
C has the structure of an algebra), then G acts as automorphisms of C. 
Proof Since R,-lR,= R,, there exist elements aiE R,-I and elements 
pi E R, such that C aipi = 1. For any m E M, define 
cS”Cm)=C d(mai)Pia 
It is clear that Qj”~pRRpR= E. We claim moreover that 4”~ C. To show 
this, we must demonstrate that for any m E M and rl E R,, the equation 
&‘(mr,) = #“(m)r, holds. 
=dS”(m)r,. 
Next, we claim that given m E M and r. E R,, we have @(mr,) = 4(m)r,. 
= C d(m) roaiBi 
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Finally, if tj E C and I&W,) = #(m)r, for all nl E h4 and rO E R,, then we 
necessarily have \I/ = (6” since 
we have demonstrated (1). 
Let a, r E G, m E 44, and ror E R,,, and #E C. To show that (4, a) ~--r 4” 
is an action, we must show that (q5”)’ = #,‘. That is, we must show that 
(P)’ (mr,,) = &m)r,,. Since R,R, = R,,, there exist elements yie R, and 
elements die R, such that C riiii = rsr. 
(4”)’ (mr,,) =C (4”)” (Widi) 
= C 4(m) Yisi 
Let die C and &E k for i = 1,2. To complete the proof of (2), we must 
demonstrate that Q): = 4, and (n,~,+n,~2)4=~1~1;+122&4. The proof of 
these statements is a straightforward application of the definition of 4”. 
Again, let a E G, m E M, r,~ R,, and let q5, II/ be as in the statement of 
the theorem. To prove (3), we must show that (&)” =#“$“. That is, we 
must show that &F’(mr,) = &&m)r,,. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let M, N, P be R-modules. Given ao G and 
4 E Hom.,(M, N), there exists a unique element 4” E Hom,,(M, N) 
satiating @(mr,)= &m)r, for all rneM and all r,E R,. The map 
(#, a) H #” from Horn&W, N) x G to Hom,,(M, N) dejines an action of G 
on Hom,,(M, N) as k-vectorspace automorphis~. If M= N, then G acts 
as algebra automurphisms of Hom.,(M, N). If $ E Hom.,( N, P) then 
($4)” = VP. 
Proof Let E = Hom,(M, N). Clearly pREp, = E. Note that with these 
choices C,( pR,) = Hom,,(M, N). The theorem gives the result. # 
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COROLLARY 1.4. Let 0; = C,(R,). Given CEC% and ok G, there exists 
a unique element C”E (5 satisfying r,ca= cr, for all r,E R,. The map 
(c, U)H 6’ from (5 x G to 6 defines an action of G on (S as algebra 
automorphisms. 
Proof: Let E=pRs Hom,(R, R). Clearly p,Ep,= E. Note that 
C,( pR,) = pc. By the theorem, G acts as automorphisms of the algebra pc 
as follows: given UE G and CE 6, pz is the unique element of pK which 
satisfies 
PZro=roPr Vr, E R,. (1) 
As a right (I-module, R is faithful. Hence the map p: 6 + pa is an anti- 
isomorphism, and there exists a unique element cb of (r: such that pcu = pz. 
We can now rewrite our Eq. (1) as pcu p,, = p,, p, Vr, E R,. Applying both 
sides of this second equation to the element 1 E R, we obtain r,c” = cr, 
Vr,ER,. 1 
Corollary 1.3 appears as Theorem 2.1 in [6], and in somewhat more 
general form as Theorem 1.3 in [lo]. Corollary 1.4 appears as Lemma 2.5 
in [S]. 
We give an example of a relationship between the actions of G on 6 
and End,,(M) for an R-module M. Let XE (5 and let 4 E End,,(M) be 
multiplication by x: 4(m) = mx. Then a short calculation shows that 4” is 
multiplication by x0. Choose aim R,-I, pie R, such that C aiPi = 1. Then 
4”(m)=C #(mai)Bi=C maix/Ii = m C six/Ii = mx”. 
Given these actions of G, we now are supplied with the internal trace 
map tr as per [8]. Let H be a subgroup of G. Then the H-fixed points of 
Hom,,(M, N) are exactly the elements of Horn&M, N), and tr,,. maps 
Horn&M, N) to Hom,(M, N) by 
trH-GW= C 4” Vq5 E Horn&M, N). 
oeG/H 
Similarly the H-fixed points of C%;, which we denote by (EH, are mapped to 
aG=Z(R) by tr,,,. The following result was proved in [6]. 
LEMMA 1.5 (The Higman Criterion-Graded Version). M is an 
R-module, H is a subgroup of G. The following are equivalent: 
(1) A4 is relatively H-projective. 
(2) There exists 4 E End,,(M) such that tr, _ G (4) is the identity map 
of A4. 
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The following result has nothing to do with the graded structure of 
algebras, but will be used in Section 3. For a proof the reader is referred 
to [9, p. 1093. 
LEMMA 1.6 (Rosenberg’s Lemma). Let A be a finite dimensional 
algebra, let e be a primitive idempotent of A, and let I,, I2 be ideals of A. 
Zf e E I, + 12, then e is contained by at least one of the ideals I,, I,. 
2. RESULTS ON MODULES 
Given a subgroup H of G and an R-module U, we denote the restriction 
of U to R, by U,,. Given an R,-module V, we define VR as usual: 
VR = VQRH R. Given a subgroup K of G with H c K s G, one would 
expect that ( VRK)R g VR as R-modules. The proof of this is straightforward, 
and is left to the reader. We mention that the dimensions of induced 
modules do not behave as one would expect. Let E= M,(k), graded by 
{ 1, x, x2} as mentioned at the beginning of Section 1. Let V be the 
E, -module E, . V has dimension 6, and VE z E has dimension 16. 
Given the R,-module V and an element CJE G, we can define the 
conjugate module VORH R, = VORH R,. The R,,,-module VORH R, is 
decomposable (simple) iff V is indecomposable (simple). Again, dimensions 
do not behave as one would expect. For example, let E be the graded 
algebra mentioned in the last paragraph and let V be the two dimensional 
E,-module consisting of row vectors of the form (0, *, *, 0). Then V@,, E, 
is isomorphic to the one dimensional module (0, 0, 0, *). 
One would expect that ( VOR,, R,) @RHC R, Z V@RH R,, as RHO,-modules. 
This can be proved with an argument similar to that used in the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let H and K be subgroups of G, choose (T E G, and let V be 
an R,-module. Then (V@ORH Rq)@ORHOnK R,s V@R,, R,, as R,-modules. 
Proof: Since R,R,-I = R,, there exist a,~ R,, pie R,-1 such that 
c ctjj?i= 1. 
Define the two maps 
0: v@R~R,@~~~n~RK+ V@R~RaK 
'y: V@RH R,, + V@R,,R,@~~rn,RK 
as follows: @(v@a@b)=v@ab and !f’(~@x)=~vOa~@/?~x. 
The maps 8 and !P are R,-module homomorphisms. We will verify that 
Y is well defined. Let z E R,. Y sends u 0 zx to xi v @0 q 0 /Iizx, whereas 
the expression VZOX is sent to 
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C OZQCriQpiX=C uOzai~Bix 
I  
=~ZIQEj(~jZai)QPix 
i, i 
= 1 U Q  OljQ (fijzai)Bix 
= Y(uQzx). 
A straightforward calculation shows that 0 and Y are inverses of each 
other. This proves the lemma. m 
We are now ready to state and prove Mackey’s Theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Mackey’s Theorem-Graded Verrsion). Zf H and K are 
subgroups of G and U is an R,-module, then 
Proof. Let D be a set of H, K-double coset representatives in G. Then 
The theorem now obtains by applying Lemma 2.1 to the summand 
UQR,RH,K+ I 
We proceed to define reIative projectivity and develop the theory of vertices 
and sources for fully graded algebras. If U is an R-module and H is a sub- 
group of G, we say that U is relatively H-free if there exists a subset X of 
U such that (1) X is an R,-submodule of U and (2) for any R-module V 
and any 4~ Hom,,(X, V), 4 extends uniquely to an R-homomorphism 
&E Hom,(U, I’). We say that U is relatively H-free with respect to A’. If Ui 
is relatively H-free with respect to Xi and X, E X, as R,-modules, it 
follows that U, E U, as R-modules. Also, if X is any R,-module, then XR 
is relatively H-free with respect to XORH 1. We shall use the notation U 1 X 
to denote the statement that the module U is a direct summand of the 
module X. A proof of the following lemma for the group algebra R = kG 
appears in [ 1, Chap. 93 and this proof generalizes easily. 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf U is an R-module and H is a subgroup of G then the 
folioowing statements are equivalent: 
481/151/l-12 
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(1) U is a direct summand of a relatively H-free module. 
(2) If 4 is a homomorphism of the R-module V onto the R-module W 
and $ is a homomorphism of U to W, then there is an R-homomorphism p 
of U to V with dp = $ provided there is an R,-homomorphism with this 
property. 
(3) If 4 is a homomorphism of the R-module V onto U which splits as 
an R,-homomorphism, then $ is split. 
(4) u I (UR/JR. 
When any of the conditions in the statement of Lemma 2.3 hold we say 
that U is relatively H-projective (or simply H-projective). Note that a 
projective R-module is relatively l-projective; however, a l-projective 
R-module is not necessarily projective. For example, let H be a p-group 
with nontrivial normal subgroup N. Define G to be the group H/N of 
cosets of N in H. Let R = kH. R is G-graded with a-component R, = ko. 
Every projective R-module is free and has dimension divisible by (HI. Let 
V be the trivial module of R, = kN. Then VR is relatively l-projective, but 
has dimension less than IHI and thus is not projective. 
LEMMA 2.4. If H is a subgroup of G which contains a Sylow p-subgroup 
of G then every R-module is relatively H-projective. 
Proof: Let U be an R-module and suppose that I$ is a homomorphism 
of the R-module V onto U which splits as an R,-module homomorphism. 
Write K= ker 4. We must show that 4 splits. That is, we must show that 
K is a direct summand of V. 
Since 4 splits as an R,-module homomorphism, we may write 
V= K@ X where X is an R,-submodule of V. Define rr E Hom.,( V, K) to 
be projection of V onto K along X. 
We claim that if cr E G, then rY(x) = x for all x E K. Since R,-I R, = R,, 
we can find q~ R,-I and fiie R, such that x clipi = 1. Now 
x0(x) = 1 n(xai)fii = C xaifii = x. Thus 
1 
,G : H, trH+G(n) 
is a projection of V onto K which is also an R-module homomorphism, 
and K is a direct summand of V. 1 
Suppose U is an R-module. Let H be a subgroup of G and assume that 
U is relatively H-projective, so that U ) (U,,,)“. Let PE Syl,(H). By the 
result above, URH is relatively P-projective. From this we see that U is also 
relatively P-projective. Thus if we take H to be minimal with respect to the 
property that U is relatively H-projective, then H is a p-subgroup of G. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let U be an indecomposable R-module. 
(1) There is a p-subgroup Q of G, unique up to conjugacy in G, such 
that U is relatively H-projective iff Q C-~ H. 
(2) There is an indecomposab~e R~-module S (unique up to ~onjugacy 
in No(Q)) such that U j SR. 
Proof: Choose a subgroup Q of G which is minimal with respect to 
u I uJRJRT so that Q is a p-group. There exists an indecomposable 
summand S of URp such that U 1 SR. Since SR z (SO R,r)R, we see that U 
is relatively c ~ ‘Qa-projective for any o E G. We immediately have that U 
is relatively H-projective for any subgroup H containing a conjugate of Q, 
and moreover that U 1 TR for any N,(Q)-conjugate T of S. 
Suppose now that U 1 VR where V is an indecomposable R,-module. To 
finish the proof, it will s&lice to show (i) that H contains a conjugate of 
Q and (ii) if H= Q then Vz S@ R, for some r E N&Q). 
Since S 1 U,, and U I VR, we have 
and so there exists some LEG such that S I [( V@RRr)Ri-IHrJRe. This 
implies that U I [( V@R,),-I,,,-,, 1”. By the minimality of Q, we conclude 
that Q G zc’Hz and hence that H contains a conjugate of Q. Assume now 
that H= Q. Since Q E t -‘Qr we have r E N&Q). The statement above 
becomes S / [(V@ R,)R,-,Ch,p]Re= V@ R, and we have Sr V@ R,. i 
DEFINITION 2.6. With the notation of Theorem 2.5, the subgroup Q is 
called a vertex of U, and S is called a source of U. 
We will now start working towards a proof of the Green Corre- 
spondence for R. This will be the last result we prove in this section. 
Lemma 2.7 states two preliminary results. The proofs of these results 
appear in [ 1 ] in the case R = kG, and these proofs generalize. 
Suppose that 6 is a collection of subgroups of G. If P and H are any 
subgroups of G, the notation PC, 6 means that P is ~-conjugate to a 
subgroup of an element of 6. If V is a module each of whose indecom- 
posable summands is projective for some subgroup lying in 6, we say that 
V is relatively G-projective. We fix the following notation: 
Q is a p-subgroup of G. 
L is a subgroup of G containing the normalizer of Q. 
X=(sQs-‘nQ I SEG,S#L}. 
g=(sQs-‘nL)sEG,s$L). 
3= {PI P&Q. C&X). 
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LEMMA 2.7. ( 1) If U is an indecomposable R-module with vertex P in 
3 then U,, z V@ Y, where V is an indecomposable R,-module with vertex 
P, U 1 VR and Y is a relatively ‘@projective R,-module. 
(2) If V is an indecomposable R,-module with vertex P in 3 then 
VR E U@ X where U is an indecomposable R-module with vertex P, V 1 U,, 
and X is a relatively X-projective R-module. 
THEOREM 2.8 (The Green Correspondence-Graded Version). There is 
a one-to-one correspondence between isomorphism classes of indecomposable 
R-modules with vertex in 3 and isomorphism classes of indecomposable 
R,-modules with vertex in 3. If U and V are corresponding modules for R 
and R,, respectively, then U and V have the same vertex and 
u,, z V@ Y, VRz ugx, 
where Y is a relatively ‘l)-projective R,-module and X is a relatively 
X-projective R-module. 
Proof: Fix an element P of 3. Let d be the set of isomorphism classes 
of indecomposable R-modules with vertex P, and %? be the set of 
isomorphism classes of indecomposable R,-modules with vertex P. 
Given a module U (for either R or RL), we denote its isomorphism 
class by the symbol [U]. Given [U] E d, define p[ U] E 93 to be the 
isomorphism class of the unique (up to isomorphism) summand of U,, 
with vertex P. Given [V] E B, define i[ VJ ES? to be the isomorphism class 
of the unique (up to isomorphism) summand of VR with vertex P. i and p 
are well-defined maps by Lemma 2.7. 
In order to prove the theorem, we must show that ip = id, and pi = id,. 
Let [U] c d. Write U,, z V@ Y where V has vertex P and Y is relatively 
2J projective. Thus in our notation p[U] = [V] and in order to show that 
ip = id, we must show that U 1 VR. This is implied by Lemma 2.7. Let 
[V] E a. Write VRz U@ X where U has vertex P and X is relatively 
X projective. Thus in our notation i[ V] = [U] and in order to show 
that pi = id, we must show that VI U,,. This is again implied by 
Lemma 2.7. 1 
The following definition will be needed at the beginning of the next 
section. 
DEFINITION 2.9. Let H be a subgroup of G. Let M, N be R,-modules 
and 6 a set of subgroups of G. Then HomRH, ,(M, N) denotes the set 
of all elements of tiomR#, N) which factor through a relatively 
(Z-projective module. When ,G consists of just one element, say B = (X}, 
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we write Horn,,, ,(M, N) instead of Horn.,, 1X1 (M, N). Horn&(M) N) 
denotes the quotient of Hom,,(M, N) by HomRH, G (M, N). 
As an aside, we mention that the following natural generalization of a 
theorem of Feit and Green holds for R. The proof of this theorem in [ 1 ] 
for R = kG generalizes. 
THEOREM 2.10. If U,, U, are indecomposable R-modules with vertices in 
3 and V, , V, are the corresponding R, -modules, then 
HomX,(U,, U,)rHom&(Vi, v,). 
3. RESULTS ON BLOCKS 
We retain the subgroups Q and L of G and the sets X, ‘1), 3 from the 
previous section. We state without proof the following technical result. Its 
proof in the case R = kG appears in [l, Chap. 121, and this proof 
generalizes. 
LEMMA 3.1. HomRL, o(M, N) c HomRL, n (M, N) + Horn,, B(M, N) for 
any two R-modules M and N. 
The following theorem was proved by D. Burry and J. Carlson for kG in 
[3]. It can also be derived for kG as a consequence of Corollary 1.4 of 
L. Puig’s paper [ 111. 
THEOREM 3.2 (The Burry-Carlson-Puig Theorem-Graded Version). 
U is an indecomposable R-module with vertex Q and V is the corresponding 
R,-module. If M is an indecomposable R-module and V 1 M,, then ME U. 
Proof. Write M,, = V + W (a direct sum), let rc be the projection of 
M,, onto V along W, and let i denote the inclusion of V into M. Since 
7rEHorn RL,e(M, M), we may write rc=c(+lj where a~Hom&M, M) 
and fl~Horn RL, ,(M, M). Let I,, I,,,, denote (respectively) the identity 
maps of V, M. 
We claim that Horn&M, M) =End,(M). Assume that this is not 
true (we will derive a contradiction). Since End,(M) is local and 
Horn,, &K M) is an ideal of End,(M) we have Horn, o( M, M) E 
rad(End,(M)). Hence Horn, o(M, M) is nilpotent. Thus there exists a 
positive integer n such that c? =O, and so rr = X” = (o! + /?)” E 
Horn RL, n (M, M). Thus I, = zie HomRL, n (V, V) and so V is relatively ‘1)- 
projective. But V has vertex Q and Q gr. 9. This is the desired contradic- 
tion and the claim is proved. 
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Since Horn, a(M, M) = End,(M) we have I,,,, E Horn, e(M, M). Thus 
M is relatively Q-projective. Since M is an indecomposable relatively 
Q-projective R-module and V ) MRL, Q is a vertex of M. Thus the Green 
Correspondence implies that Mr U. 1 
We remark that in the Burry-Carlson paper [3], if kG is replaced by R, 
if the usual action of kG on k-linear maps is replaced by the action of G 
on R, -linear maps, and if the corresponding trace function on maps is 
accordingly redefined, then the proof in [S] becomes a proof of the 
theorem above. 
We let B denote a block of R. That is, B is an indecomposable algebra 
summand of R. Let e be the corresponding primitive central idempotent. 
We now give a new module-theoretic “vertex” definition of the defect 
groups of B. To do so, we shall need the following definitions and notation. 
Let GOP denote the opposite group of G, and RoP denote the opposite 
ring of R. Note that RoP is a fully GOP-graded k-algebra. Let 6: G + GOP x G 
denote the map ~H(K’, a). We shall refer to 6(G) as the diagonal 
subgroup of GoP x G. The symbol A shall be used to denote the diagonal 
subalgebra of RopQ R: A = C Rgr5, Q R,. Rap@ R acts on R on the right via 
r(a 0 fi) = a$. In this way R is an RoP @ R-module whose indecomposable 
summands are the blocks of R. 
Let H be a subgroup of G and let t E G. We shall let X,, denote the 
subgroup (1, t)-‘d(HnrHt-‘)(l, t)= {(h-l, t-‘hr) 1 heHntHt-‘} of 
GOP x G. For the most part, our choices of H and t will be clear from the 
context and we will simply write A’. X is the stabilizer of t in the action of 
Hop x H on the elements of G. Let A = RopQ R, so that A, is a compact 
expression for the subalgebra of Rap@ R graded by X. 
Recall that in the special case R = kG, the action of Rap@ R on R is 
simply the action on k[Gop x G] on the group algebra kG. One defines the 
defect groups of the block B of kG to be those subgroups D of G for which 
6(D) is a vertex of B. The key to showing that this definition makes sense 
is proving that B is relatively G(G)-projective. This is done by observing 
that B 1 kG as k[G’P x G]-modules, and then showing that kG g 
(kadGoPx ‘. This last isomorphism is demonstrated using a dimension 
counting argument. To generalize this approach to the fully G-graded 
k-algebra R, we must show that the RoP@R-module ((Rl)d)RW@R IS 
isomorphic to R. The dimension counting argument does not generalize to 
R. The following lemma proves the needed result and also others which will 
be needed in the next section. 
LEMMA. 3.3. (1) ((Rl)d)RW@R~R as RoP@R-modules. 
(2) Let H be a subgroup of G and t E G. Then the Rg @ R,-module 
R H,H is isomorphic to [(Rl)a,]R~@‘RH where X= X,, ,. 
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(3) Zf Q is a p-subgroup of H, C,(Q) c H, and t 4 H then no indecom- 
posable summand of the R$‘@ R,-module RHIH has a vertex containing 
S(Q). 
Proof. The first item is obtained from (2) when we set H= G and t = 1. 
We now prove (2). 
Let 0: [(R~)~~]R~*~ff -+ RHIH be given by C @;Oax (b;@ c;) H C b;a;c;. 
0 is a well defined A H0P X H homomorphism of [(R,)A,] R%@ RH onto RHfH. 
Let x E ker 8. To complete the proof of (2), we must show that x = 0. 
Let (fan, z1 ), . . . . (cr,, z,) be a right transversal for X in HOP x H. Then 
C(R,)AJ”~~~~” z c R, 0 (R,O R,,). 
and we may write x = C xi where xi E R, gA, (R 0 R ). 
As X is the stabilizer of t in the action of HOP: H 0; HtH, we see that 
as i runs through the values 1,2, . . . . n the expression z,to, runs through 
the distinct elements of HtH. Hence 0(x;) and @(xi) are in different 
components of R for ifj, and we see that O(x)= 0 iff 0(x;) =0 for 
all i= 1, . . . . n. Thus we may assume without loss of generality that 
x E RrOax (R,@ R,) for some 0, z E G, and we may write x = 
Z: a;@.+ (bi@ci) where aiE R,, b,e R,, and C;E R,. 
Since R,R,-1= R,, we may choose aje R, and flj~ R,-, such that 
;r: ajpj= i. Choose YkE R,-I and ake R, such that x Yksk= 1. 
x=xa; @I (bi@ci) 
=;ik a:b (ajPjbiOC;‘YkSk) 
=;,Fkai 1 (Bjbi@c;Yk)(aj@6k) 
= ,+Fk ai(8jbiOCiYk) 0 (ajOb) 
= i,Fk ~~b;a;C;Yk @ (Ii@ 6,) 
=,~fij”(x)Yk @Aiaj@akj=os 
AX 
We turn to (3). We know that any indecomposable summand of RHr,, is 
relatively X-projective, where X = X,, ,. Hence X contains a vertex of any 
indecomposable summand of RHrH , and so if the conclusion is false then 
there exists an HOP x H conjugate of S(Q) inside of X. Writing out this 
containment explicitly and using the hypothesis that C,(Q) E H forces 
t E H, a contradiction. i 
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The vertices of B form a conjugacy class of p-subgroups of Cop x G. By 
Lemma 3.3 we know that 6(G) contains at least one of these vertices. This 
enables us to make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.4. The subgroups D of G for which 6(D) is a vertex of B 
in GOP x G are defined to be the defect groups of B in G. 
Note that the defect groups of B in G form a conjugacy class of 
p-subgroups of G. We now list several other equivalent characterizations of 
the defect groups of B. 
THEOREM 3.5. The minimal elements (under inclusion) of the collection of 
subgroups H of G for which B is relatively Hop x H-projective are the defect 
groups of B in G. 
THEOREM 3.6. The minimal elements (under inclusion) of the collection 
of subgroups H of G for which e E tr, _ &E(H)) are the defect groups of B 
in G. 
THEOREM 3.7. Define M, = (1 -e) a(G) + rad(ea(G)). M, is a maximal 
ideal of CC(G) = Z(R). Those groups D which are minimal with respect to 
tr DA o(e&(D)) + M, = a(G) are exactly the defect groups of B in G. 
The characterization of defect groups given by Theorem 3.7 appears in 
greater generality in [4], The following lemma will show that these four 
theorems hold. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let H be a subgroup of G. The following statements are 
equivalent. 
(1) The RoP 0 R-module B is relatively G(H)-projective. 
(2) The Rap@ R-module B is relatively Hop x H-projective. 
(3) eEtrH+GWW). 
t4) h-G (C(H))+M,=(S(G). 
We defer the proof until later. That (1) and (2) are equivalent will be 
easy to prove. The equivalence of (3) and (4) will be straightforward 
application of Rosenberg’s Lemma 1.6. The hardest part will be the proof 
of the equivalence of (2) and (3). In order to complete this part of the 
proof, we will need information about the various actions of G on (I; and 
End,,(B), and of GDP A G on End,;p@.,(B). 
Consider B as a right R-module. Recall from section one that G acts on 
End,,(B) in the following way: If gcEnd,,(B) and crag, then 4” is the 
unique element of End.,(B) which satisfies @(br,) = 4(b)r, for all bE B 
and r. E R,. Note that d(br,) = d”-‘(b)r,. 
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Now consider B as a right Bap@ B-module. We have an analo- 
gous action of GQP x G on End,;P* R,(B). If (6, r) E GOP x G and 
4 E End,pP, ,JB), then 4 (c~) is the unique element of End,;p,,,(B) which 
satisfies @“, “)(b(r,@ r,)) = b(b)(r,@r,) for all rO E R,, all rr E R, and all 
h E B. More plainly stated, @‘~‘)(rObrt) = r,yj(b)r,. As End,;PsR,(B) E 
End,, one would expect a relation between these two actions. We will 
address this in Lemma 3.9 below. 
Recall also the action of G on 6 = C,(R,). Given c E 0: and D E G, 6’ is 
the unique element of & satisfying r,F= cr, for all r,E R,. Note that e, 
and hence Bn Q1= e6, is G-invariant. Note that r,c = cue’r, and that 
(a,,)’ = aCi. Suppose that cl, c2 E 6, and define rfi E End,;P, R,(B) to be the 
map 6 t-+ c, bc2. Lemma 3.9 will show how to express the action of G x G 
on $ in terms of the action of G on the ci. 
LEMMA 3.9 (Relation of Actions). Let (b E End,r, R,(B) c End,,(B). 
(1) The restriction to 1 x G of the action of GOP x G on EndR;pmR,(B) 
is the same as the restriction to End,;p,,,(B) of the action of G on 
End,,(B). That is, if B E G then 4” = (4”. a), 
(2) Suppose z E Z(B) c 6. Then +4(z) E CI: and [4(z)]” = #“-‘3 “j(z) 
VocG. 
(3) Let c,,c~E& and define $(b)=c,bc, so that e~End,p~~,,(B). 
Then for a, z E G we have $‘“-‘s”(b) = cybc”,. 
Proof: Given any rl E R,, r, E R,, and any bE B we have 
Ql(l*(r’(rl br,) = r,&b)r,. In particular, q5(1*@)(br(r) = ark for all b E B and 
hence #i, O)= #“. Part (I) is proved. 
Let z be as in (2) so that zr, =rlz for all r, c R1. Applying 4 to this 
equation shows that 4(z) E K By definition, [4(z)]” is the unique element 
of CI; satisfying r,, [4(z)]” = #(z)r, for all r. E R,. To prove (2), it suffices to 
show that r,~(U-‘~O)(z) = 4(z)r,. 
r 
cl 
(p-‘, “yz) = rqp, a)(a -1, I+.) 
= ra(#b)(b-‘~ l)(z) 
= 4”tr,z) 
= &Yzr,) 
= 4(zb, 
and (2) is proved. 
Let rfii denote the map b H c;bc;. Then $r E End~~~~~,(B). In (3) we are 
trying to show that tJI’“-i*‘f= J,r. To prove this relation we must show that 
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@,(r,-1br,) = r,-ti)(b)r, f or all r,-1 ER,-1 and r,ER,. (CI1(romlbrr) = 
cyr,-lbr,c; = r,-Ic, bc2rr = r,-l$(b)r,, and (3) is proved. 1 
The above information concerning the relations of the various actions of 
G and GoP x G will be applied in Lemma 3.10. This lemma constitutes the 
“hard part” of Lemma 3.8. 
LEMMA 3.10. B 1 (BRzm’RH)R”P@R iff there exists a H-fixed element x E 6 
such that e = tr, _ Jx). 
Proof: Let T be a right transversal for H in G, so that 
{(s-l, t) ( s, t E T} is a right transversal for Hop x H in GoP x G. 
Assume first that there exists a H-fixed element XE & such that 
e = tr H+G(~). Let d(b) = xbx for all b E B, so that 4 E End,geRH(B). Then 
for bEB, 
tr wvxt,+ovxcd4)@)= 1 4(3-‘*“@) 
S,lET 
= C x’bx* 
&lET 
= tr ,A4bfrH~&) 
= ebe 
= b. 
Thus tr HOPXH+GOPXG(#)=ids. As a consequence of 1.5 (the Higman 
Criterion) we may conclude that B 1 (BRgmR,,)Rop@‘R. 
Now assume B ) (BR;BRH)RoP@R so that there exists 4 E EndRgBRH(B) 
such that id, = trHoPx H.+ GOPXc(d). Let @ = C,, T #“‘), so that @ is an 
R$‘@ R-map of B. Then @(e) is H-invariant. The following calculation 
finishes the theorem. 
e= tr HopxH+GopxG(d)(e) 
= s z T q5(“-‘. “(e)
=,.Z,” 
(1, rs-‘)W’, qe) 
= 1 Qjw?qe) 
S‘ET 
= C C@(e)l” 
SET 
= tr H-r G(@(e)). I 
We are now able to prove Lemma 3.8. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.8. Let D be a defect group of B. If B is relatively 
Hop x H-projective, then Hop x H contains a vertex of B. Thus 
8(D)(6VT) c Hop x H for some (a, r) E GoP x G, and we conclude that 
6(D)‘“* a) c 6(H). This implies that B is relatively 6( H)-projective. -
Conversely, if B is relatively G(H)-projective then clearly B is relatively 
Hop x H-projective. We have demonstrated the equivalence of ( 1) and (2). 
Parts (2) and (3) are equivalent by Lemma 3.10. 
Suppose tr H _ J&(H)) + M, = a(G). The primitive idempotent e of 
E(G) = Z(R) is contained in the sum of the two ideals tr,, ,$X(H)) and 
MB of c(G). Rosenberg’s Lemma 1.6 implies that e lies in one of these 
ideals. The proper ideal M, contains (1 -e) by hypothesis, and thus 
cannot contain e. Thus e E tr, _ ,-J%(H)). Conversely, suppose that 
e l tr H+G(C!C(H)). Then tr H+ JO(H)) + M, is an ideal of E(G) containing 
e + (1 -e) = 1 and we conclude that tr H+G(C(H))+Me=C(G). We have 
shown that (3) and (4) are equivalent. 1 
Having defined the defect group of the block B, we now relate it to the 
vertices of the indecomposable modules which it contains. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let M be an indecomposable module lying in the block B 
of R. Then any defect group of B contains a vertex of M. 
Proof Let D be a defect group of B in G. We know that there exists a 
D-fixed element of 6 such that e = tr D+G(~). Let 4 E End,,(M) be defined 
by #(m) = mx for all m E M. 
From the short calculation which appears after Corollary 1.4, we know 
that for e E G, (b” is multiplication by x0. It follows from this that tr, _ Jd) 
is multiplication by tr, +Jx) = e. Hence tr,, &4) = id,,,, and by the 
Higman Criterion 1.5, D contains a vertex of M. 1 
In the case R = kG, defect groups are Sylow intersections. This does not 
hold for all R. Let R = M,(k) be as in Example 1.1, graded by a group G 
of order not exceeding r. R is a simple algebra and thus has only one block. 
A brief calculation shows that the RoP 0 R-module (R,)ROp@ R is isomorphic 
to a direct sum of IGJ copies of R. Thus 1 is the defect group of the block 
R of R. In the particular case where G is a nontrivial p-group, we see that 
1 is not a Sylow intersection, nor is it the largest normal p-subgroup of its 
normalizer. 
DEFINITION 3.12. Let B be a block of R, H be a subgroup of G, and b 
a block of R,. We say that B corresponds to b and write B = bc iff B is 
the unique block of R having the property b ) BRgBRH. If b is a block of 
R, which has a block of R corresponding to it, we say that bG is defined. 
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When speaking of a block b for which bG is defined, we often refer to bG 
as the induced block. We list some of the properties of “block induction.” 
Let b be a block of R,, and D a defect group of 6. If bG is defined then 
D is contained in a defect group of bG. If HE KS G and bK, (bK)G, bG are 
delined, then (bK)‘= bc. If Co(D)c H, then bG is defined. These facts are 
known to hold for R = kG, and the proofs for that case generalize to R. 
The reader is referred to [l, Chap. 141. 
THEOREM 3.13 (Brauer’s First Main Theorem-Graded Version). Let 
D be a p-subgroup of G, H 2 No(D). Then there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the blocks of R, with defect group D and the blocks 
of R with defect group D given by letting the block b of R, correspond 
with bG. 
Proof Let Block(R,) denote the set of blocks of R, with defect group 
D. Let Block(R) denote the set of blocks of R with defect group D. Note 
that C,(D) E H. This means that bG is defined whenever b E Block(R,). 
Since Hop x H contains the normalizer in GoP x G of 6(D), the Green 
Correspondence yields a one-to-one correspondence between R$’ 0 R,- 
modules with vertex 6(D) and Rap@ R-modules with vertex 6(D). We will 
show that this induces a bijection from Block(R,) to Block(R), and 
moreover that this induced bijection is simply b H bG. 
Let b E Block(R,). bG is an indecomposable Rap 0 R-module and 
b I (bG),qmH, so Theorem 3.2 tells us that bc is the Green correspondent 
of b. As a consequence, bG has vertex 6(D) and so bG E Block(R). So far we 
have shown that the map b+-+ bG is an injection from Block(R,) into 
Block(R) which coincides with the Green Correspondence. 
Let BE Block(R). To complete the proof we must show that there exists 
b E Block(R,) such that bG = B. Let b be the Green correspondent of B. We 
will now argue that b is a block of R,, and this will finish the theorem. 
Since b 1 BR;B.RH and B 1 R we have 
blR Rg!lXIRH = 1 R,,,. 
f~ H\G/H 
By Lemma 3.3, no indecomposable summand of RHIH has a vertex containing 
6(D) when t 4 H. From this we conclude that b ) R,. That is, b is a block 
of R,. m 
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